Absfract-The Mixed Logical Dynamical (MLD) formalism has proved to he an efticient modelling framework for hybrid systems described by dynamics, logic and constraints. Furthermore, it allows formulating a n d solving problems such as control, using for example predictive strategies. However, its main drawback remains the computation load due to the complexity of the Mixed Integer Quadratic Programming (MIQP) to he solved. T o overcome this problem, this paper presents an innovative technique splitting the global state space to polyhedral subregions, leading to a multi-MLD model. Inside each subregion, a restricted smaller size MLD model can be developed taking into account only variables variations that may occur in this subregion. This approach enables to considerably reduce the computation time, for a more convenient real time implementation with small sampling time. This strategy is applied in simulation to the control o f a three tanks benchmark
Complementary (LC) model. It was shown that moving logical relations into linear constraints on integer variables provides a global modeling framework called Mixed Logical Dynamical (MLD) formalism [3] . It allows describing a large number of classes of hybrid systems. This formalism can also formulate and solve practical problems such as state estimation or control, and predictive strategies in that sense provide efficient tools, which enable MLD systems to track a desired reference trajectory.
The main drawback of this MLD formalism remains the computational burden related to the complexity of the derived Mixed Integer Quadratic Programming (MIQPs) NPcomplete, so that in the worst case, the optimization time grows exponentially with the problem size, even if branch and bound methods may reduce this time [IO] . In order to reduce the computational complexity, alternative approaches have been developed see [12] . In [I3], a technique elaborating a multi-MLD model was developed, which divided the global state space domain into separate polyhedral regions inside which only feasible variables variations are considered. This leads, for each region, to the design of smaller size MLD models and MIQP's problems of restricted complexity. In this way, this paper proposes an off line systematic methodology for the elaboration of these polyhedral regions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief description of the MLD systems. General consideration about model predictive control (MPC) and its application to MLD systems are developed in section 3. Section 4 examines the multi-MLD model and the technique used to defme the polyhedral partition of the global state space. Section 5 presents the application of this strategy to the water level control of a three tanks benchmark. Final conclusions are presented in section 6.
MLDMODEL
The MLD model permits the description of various classes of hybrid systems, like linear hybrid systems, constrained linear systems, sequential logical systems, some classes of discrete event systems, and non-linear dynamic systems, where noolinearities can be expressed through logical combination. It describes the systems by linear dynamic equations subject to linear inequalities involving both real and integer variables, under the following form (see [3] , for more details): 111. MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL Model predictive control (MPC) has proved to efficiently control a wide range of applications in industry. It is capable to control a great variety of processes, including systems with long delay times, non-minimum phase systems, unstable systems, multivariable systems, and constrained systems [6].
A. General consideration
The main idea of predictive control is to use a model of the plant to predict future outputs of the system. Based on this prediction, at each sampling period, a sequence of future control values is elaborated through an on-line optimization process, which maximizes the tracking performance while satisfying constraints. Only the first value of this optimal sequence is applied to the plant, the whole procedure is repeated again at the next sampling period according to the 'receding' horizon strategy [9] .
The cost function to be minimized is generally a weighted sum of square predicted errors and square future control values, e.g. in Generalized Predictive Control (GPC) [7] . GPC for a class of hybrid systems is proposed in [SI.
B. Model Predictive Controlfor MLD systems
For an MLD system of the form (I), the following model predictive control problem is considered. Let t be the current time, x(t) the current state, (x,,u,) an equilibrium pair or a reference trajectory value, and N the prediction horizon, find u : +~-' = (U@) ... u(t + N -1)) the control sequence which moves the state from x(t) to x, and minimizes the cost function: subject to (l), and ~( t ) constant for k 2 N u , where Nu is the control horizon, 6,, z, are the auxiliary variables of the equilibrium point or the reference trajectory value, calculated by solving a MILP problem for the inequality.
x(k l t ) x(t i k, x(t), uYk-l) (in a similar way for the other input and output variables), Q; = Q, > 0 , fori = 1,4, and Q i =Q; 2 0 , i=2,3,S.
The optimization procedure of (2) leads to MIQP problems where the optimization vector is:
and the number of binary optimization variables is L = N (m, +r,). In the worst case the optimization time increases exponentially with the number of binary optimization variables [Ill. From this point of view, a single MLD model describing the complete behavior of the system overall the state space and including all the variables may lead to a large size model with a huge number of binary variables, which causes a computational problem.
IV. MULTI MLD MODELS
The contribution of this paper, in order to simplify the original problem, consists in partitioning the continuous state space in domains where a subset of the boundaries defining the "continuous/discrete" interface are not crossed, and consequently where the corresponding boolean auxiliary variables are known and remain constant [13]. This partition induces a reduction of the size of the unknown 6 , and can also imply in some cases a reduction in the size of U and z . The subsequent simplification of the model may overcome the computation problem, which may allow if required for predictive control purposes an increased prediction horizon without facing a real time implementation problem.
A. Slate space partition
The continuous input uc is supposed to be bounded:
And the continuous state space vector x ( t ) is defined over the state space X :
The partition can be formally determined as follows: 
In the same way other z variables may be added, which depend on the free elements of 6 (elements that are not The Program PolYlib [I51 has been used to fmd the intersection of (10) and (17) and also for deleting the redundant constraints in (14) and (17), which results in a compact form for the polyhedral domain. This fmal domain ensures that the dynamics of the system will not violate the constraints of (8) during the N future steps whatever the value of the control inputs and the free 6 elements.
The system dynamics in this domain are defmed by:
x(k) = Ax(k -1)+Bu,(k -1) (' ) included in A h,j). 
D. Multi MLD development
For each previous region (6), as some binary auxiliary variables are known, a simplified MLD model can be developed. It should be noticed that this model which is only valid for K iterations, does not depend on K . Hence, the dynamics are expressed as:
x(t+I)=A;x(t)+B;, ~;(f)+B;~6;(f)+B;~~;(t) y(f)=C,x(f)+D;,~;(t)+D;,6;(t)+D;~z;(f) ] (18)
Where i is the index of the model for the considered region, 6; is composed with the binary auxiliary variables which do not belong to A h,j and z i E R", rjC 9 r,, U; E W~' , x{O,l}mI~,m;, -<m,,mil < m i Two main strategies can be used to build the MIQP that must be solved at time Look for all the RtA L , j , I ) containing x , ( k ) , where It N , select the simplest model (the model with the smallest number of binary variables) corresponding to one of these domains and use it to build the MIQP problem, as in IIIB with this single model. Look for all the R(A h , j , K ) containing x,(k), select the simplest model corresponding to one of these domains for the prediction at time k + I;, and use it to build the MIQP problem, as in 111.8 with those multiple models. For the example of Fig. 2(a) , suppose that x,(k) E n and that the model corresponding to A' is simpler than that of d" and that N = K , The first strategy will lead to use only the model corresponding to A" while the second strategy allows using the model corresponding to A' for prediction over k , . . . , k + R ' and themodelcorrespondingto A" over k + K ' + I , . . . , k + N .
Ei2 tij@) + Ej3 q ( t ) 9 E;, u;(t) + E , x(t) + E ,
V. APPLICATION

A. Description of the benchmark
The proposed control strategy is applied on the three tanks benchmark used by [2] . The simplified physical description of the three tanks system proposed by COSY as a standard benchmark for control and fault detection problems is presented in Fig. 3 (see [SI for more details) .
The system consists of three tanks, filled with water by two independent pumps Ql and Q2 acting on tanks 1 and 2 respectively. These two pumps are continuously manipulated from 0 up to a maximum flow. Four switching valves V I , V,, V13 and V23 control the flow between the tanks, those valves are assumed to be either completely opened or closed ( V; = 1 or 0 respectively ). The V L~ manual valve controls the nominal outflow of the middle tank. It will he assumed in further simulations that the V L~ and VL2 valves are always closed and VL3 is open. The liquid levels to be controlled are denoted h, , h2 and h3 for each tank respectively.
The conservation of mass in the tanks provides the following differential equations:
.
where the Q s denote the flows and A is the crosssectional area of each of the tanks. From these expressions, a MLD model is derived as in [2] , introducing the following variables:
where: (22) A comprehensive study of the dynamic behavior of the three tanks, starting 60m zero levels to the desired ones, enables to divide the state space into three main regions, each one with its adequate simple MLD model.
In the first region of the state space R I , the auxiliary binary variables 6 are completely determined and have a constant value ( S = [OOO]'). From the control viewpoint, this region can be split into two sub-regions as well, and R I ,~, where 6 remains constant for N = 4 and N = 2 respectively. The two sub-regions are calculated using the technique of the previous sections. This region can also be split into two sub-regions: R3,2
with N = 2 and R3,4 with N = 4 , as shown in Fig. 6 . The global polyhedral partition is presented in Fig. 7 . 
C. Theresulls
All this has been applied in simulation to reach the level specification with the control horizon N u = 2 for the three regions, and a prediction horizon N = 2 for R2,2,R3,2, and N = 4 for R I ,~, R~,~. The results are presented on Fig. 8 for the three tanks levels and on Fig. 9 for the control signals.
The level of the third tank oscillates around 0.1 as b3 = 0.1 does not correspond to an equilibrium point.
Consequently, the system opens and closes the two valves VI and V2 to maintain the level in the thud tank around the desired level of O.lm.
As a comparison purpose between the multi-MLD models technique and the classical global MLD model strategy, the same previous level specifications have been considered with a global MLD model of the benchmark, and the two prediction horizons equal to 2, i.e. N = N u = 2 . Table 1 illustrates the total time required to reach the specification, the total number of QP's solved and the maximum time to fmd the optimized solution. It can be seen that the difference between the two techniques is quite large, the multi-MLD models technique allowing real time implementation and avoiding exponential explosion of the algorithm. All data given above were obtained using the MIQP Matlab code [I] for solving a mixed integer quadratic programming, on a 1.8 MHz Pc with 256 MO of ram. VI. CONCLUSIONS This paper presents a new technique to partition the global state space into polyhedral regions where no switching could happen, so that a restricted number of variables are required, and other switching regions. Each region is then coupled to a specific simpler MLD model suitable for control. This leads to the multi-MLD models structure which successfully improves the computational problem of the MLD formalism. Moreover, in each region, particular weighting factors could be defmed, according to the priority of each region. All the calculation of state space partition and the development of multi-MLD models are made off line.
